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NEAR DETECTOR OPTIMIZATION TASK FORCE
The task force was charged to 

• Develop GEANT4 simulations of the reference design near 
detector and possible alternatives; 

• Perform a full end-to-end simulation connecting the 
measurements in the near detector to the far detector 
systematics using, for example, the VALOR framework; 

• Evaluate the potential benefits of augmenting the reference 
design with 

‣ a liquid argon TPC 

‣ and the use of a high-pressure gaseous TPC; 

• Produce a first report on their findings to the DUNE Technical 
Board by September 2016 and a final report by March 2017.
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NEAR DETECTOR OPTIMIZATION TASK FORCEOscillation analysis strategy implemented in VALOR
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SIMULATION WORKFLOW 5
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ARGON GAS TPC – DETECTOR CONCEPT
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ARGON GAS TPC – DETECTOR CONCEPT
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ARGON GAS TPC – DETECTOR CONCEPT
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ARGON GAS TPC – SIMULATION GEOMETRY 10



TARGET MASS & OPERATIONAL PRESSURE

• FGT contains 112 kg of argon (passive targets) and 377 kg of 
calcium. 

‣ Expected statistics: O(1M) CC events in neutrino mode per 
year; O(0.3M) CC events in antineutrino mode. 

• To provide similar statistics (assuming a ~50% passive/active 
volume ratio), 1 tonne of argon needed for GArTPC: 

‣ 5 bar, 300 K: 125 m3  

‣ 10 bar, 300 K: 62 m3 

‣ 15 bar, 300 K: 41 m3 

• Vessel dimensions for 10 bar match approximately those of the 
FGT’s straw-tube tracker, and that pressure seems also more 
manageable for charge readout.
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PRESSURE VESSEL

• Titanium alloy UNS-R56323 

‣ Wall thickness: barrel, 9 mm (0.25X0); endcaps, 17 
mm (0.5X0). 

‣ Mass: ~13 tonnes. 

• Stainless steel 304L 

‣ Wall thickness: barrel, 15 mm (1X0); endcaps, 27 mm 
(2X0). 

‣ Mass: ~20 tonnes.

Calculations by S. Cárcel (IFIC, Valencia) 
following ASME code and assuming 

torispherical endcaps.
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PRESSURE VESSEL 13

Possible lighter alternatives: composite materials or 
aluminium honeycomb?



ARGON GAS TPC – DETECTOR CONCEPT
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1.5X0

X0 (Ar) = 19.55 g/cm2 –> 6.3 m @ 10 bar (16.11 kg/m3): ~0.5 X0 
X0 (Ti) = 3.6 cm –> 1.7 cm (x2) = ~0.5 X0 (x2)



TPC PERFORMANCE: GAS & READOUT
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Figure 4.3: When adding minute amounts of to argon (left) and neon (right), the drift velocity at low
fields of these gases increases rapidly. The lowest, nearly flat, curve is for pure argon and pure neon. The
following curves are for . Note the pronounced peaks in Ar with
a small amount of .

a Ramsauer minimum, at least not in the relevant energy domain, because the nuclear forces are not large
enough to create a bound state even at the lowest energies.
When adding a small amount of to argon, the cross section increases substantially while the min-

imum shifts to higher energies, see Fig. 4.4. At a constant electric field, the electron energy distribution
shifts to lower energies, see the left side of Fig. 4.5. Nevertheless, the velocity increases up to . The
reason for this is that, although the electron energy is higher for lower percentages of , the electrons
have a tendency to move sideways as shown by the huge transverse diffusion coefficient, see the right side of
Fig. 4.5. Adding reduces the transverse diffusion dramatically and thereby increases the drift velocity.

4.2.2 Maximum velocity as function of fraction
The maximum of the velocity (see the left side of Fig. 4.3) shifts to higher electric fields when increasing
the fraction (see Fig. 4.7) because the mean electron energy that corresponds to the minimum of the
cross section, moves up. When adding more , the cross section at its minimum increases, and the mean
free path therefore decreases, but still the mean electron energy (Fig. 4.6) and the peak velocity (right side of
Fig. 4.3) increase. The reason for this is that the increase in mean electron energy due to the higher electric
field strength dominates the decrease due to the shorter mean free path.
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Small concentrations (<1%) of quenchers 
(CO2, CF4, CH4, isobutane…)  can increase 
drift velocity by a factor of ~5 and reduce 
diffusion by a factor of ~5–10 with respect 
to pure argon.

Readout will provide point resolutions better than  
1 mm and two-track separation of about 15 to 20 mm. 
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TPC PERFORMANCE: MOMENTUM MEASUREMENT
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TPC PERFORMANCE: MOMENTUM MEASUREMENT
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TPC PERFORMANCE: PARTICLE ID
Rep. Prog. Phys. 73 (2010) 116201 H J Hilke

Figure 26. PID from ionization measurements (dE/dx) in the PEP4
TPC. (Reprinted with permission from [15]. Copyright 2008, The
Regents of the University of California.)

calculated straggling functions for different sample lengths x
in argon. As these distributions are normalized to x, the mean
loss ⟨!/x⟩ is the same, but the most probable loss changes.
This means that straggling functions cannot be scaled with
a single parameter (e.g. Imp). It turns out, however, that a
2-parameter scaling is adequate [77].

The quality of PID is determined by the separation power
D with

D = (IA − IB)/[σ (IA) + σ (IB)]/2, (3.5)

i.e. the separation of particle types A and B expressed in num-
ber of standard deviations. For the PEP4 TPC, the best K- π
separation obtained was about 3σ (Iπ ) with σ (Iπ )/Iπ = 3.0%
for minimum ionizing pions [64]. Figure 30 shows for a
number of gas mixtures the measured separation power at
15 GeV/c, obtained from the lowest 40% pulse heights from
64 samples of 4 cm length [78]. The relativistic rise at 1 atm is
highest for noble gases, around 1.6–1.7 with respect to the min-
imum dE/dx. The low-Z molecular gases show better resolu-
tion σ (I ) but have a lower relativistic rise. There is no ‘magic
gas’ with outstanding PID properties in all respects, although
there are significant differences. For the choice of gas in a par-
ticular experiment, other characteristics such as diffusion, drift
velocity and radiation length will enter, in addition to PID.

For rough estimates of the relative truncated mean
resolution σ (I )/I as a function of pressure p, sample size d
and number N of samples in mixtures of Ar with 10–20% CH4

the following relation has been derived from the PAI model for
pure argon [75]:

σ (I )/I = 0.41(pd)−0.32N−0.46 = 0.41(pL)−0.32N−0.14,

(3.6)

where L is the total length over which I is measured. To allow
comparison of different gases, an extension was proposed:

σ (I )/I = 0.345(Apd)−0.32N−0.46,

with A = 6.83νpD/(β2I ), (3.7)

where ν is the mean number of electrons per molecule. For
He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe, A = 0.32, 0.50, 0.62, 0.65 and 0.70,
respectively. Values obtained from these theoretical relations
based on a likelihood treatment were intended as a guide only
to estimate best possible resolutions. Based on experimental
results, it has been argued that below a sample size of about
5 cm atm in argon the gain in resolution is negligible [79].
More recent studies, however, indicate that sampling down
to 0.5 cm atm still improves the accuracy [80].

Table 4 gives an overview of the PID performance of some
TPCs. Included are also the jet chamber of OPAL at LEP and
two big detectors, the EPI and ISIS2, which were dedicated to
dE/dx measurements with only restricted tracking capability.
The best measured values for σ (I ) are compared with the ideal
resolution obtained from the relations cited above, assuming
the maximum number Nmax of samples can be used. The last
row shows the calculated resolution for the case that only 70%
of Nmax samples are useful, which is closer to reality in most
cases. The measured values are very close to these theoretical
numbers. For PEP4 and EPI, the best values are obtained for
very clean tracks, where the assumption of Nmax contributing
samples is reasonable.

4. Particularities of some TPCs

4.1. Global aspects

Many TPCs have been constructed. They may be grouped
crudely according to the type of experiments they were or are
part of.

(a) Electron/positron storage rings: PEP4, TOPAZ, ALEPH
and DELPHI.
These experiments demanded large TPCs but had to
handle only low rates of events with multiplicities of
2–30 charged tracks. Their designs are similar. PEP4
and TOPAZ were pressurized to maximize PID. ALEPH,
the largest of these four TPCs, with the longest drift
length (2.2 m) of all TPCs up to now and DELPHI put
emphasis on momentum resolution, pattern recognition
and reduced material in front of other components and
chose operation at 1 atm. The size of the DELPHI TPC had
to be reduced because of the addition of a RICH for more
powerful PID. Both ALEPH and DELPHI used circular
pad rows to improve spatial resolution. ALEPH chose
longer pads for better momentum resolution at the highest
energies, DELPHI preferred shorter pads for better two-
track separation of lower momentum particles.
A reconstructed event from the PEP4 TPC is shown in
figure 31.

(b) Heavy ions: fixed-target and collider experiments.
Medium-sized and large TPCs have been used in a number
of fixed-target experiments: EOS/HISS at the BEVALEC,
the BNL 810 TPC at Brookhaven and NA35, NA36 and
NA49 at CERN. A very large TPC is operating for STAR
at Brookhaven and an even larger one, ALICE, is ready for
data taking at the LHC at CERN. All these TPCs have to
handle high particle multiplicities up to several thousand
per event in STAR and even more in ALICE. They use(d)
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Good separation of pions, kaons and protons. Separation of 
muons, pions and electrons can be improved with 

measurements in ECAL and muon-ID systems.



THE ELECTROMAGNETIC CALORIMETERSThe Electromagnetic Calorimeter"

²  Reconstruction of e+/e-,    with accuracy comparable to                and FD!
•  Containment of > 90% of shower energy; energy resolution < !

²  Sampling electromagnetic calorimeter with Pb absorbers and alternating horizontal and 
vertical (XYXYXY…) 3.2 m x 2.5 cm x 1 cm plastic scintillator bars readout at both ends 
by 1 mm diameter extruded WLS fibers and SiPMs.!
–  Downstream ECAL: 60 layers with 1.75 mm Pb plates. 20 X0 .!

–  Barrel ECAL: Will surround the sides of the STT. 18 layers with 3.5 mm of Pb. 10 X0.!

–  Upstream ECAL: 18 layers with 3.5 mm Pb.10 X0.!

""

!
!
!
!

03/08/16! Bipul Bhuyan | FGT: Reference Near Detector for DUNE!6"

γ µ+ /µ−

6% / E

Downstream	ECAL	

Mass:	21.7	tons	 Barrel	ECAL	Module	

(GeV)	
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THE ELECTROMAGNETIC CALORIMETERS 20Detector Performance: ECAL"

03/08/16! Bipul Bhuyan | FGT: Reference Near Detector for DUNE!12"

σ p

p
=
0.06
E

6%	could	be	conserva,ve:	simula,on		
does	not	include	electronics	noise,		
detector	inefficiency.	

Downstream	ECAL	Energy	ResoluRon:	

0.06/√E	is	valid	at	least	up	to	10	GeV		

Downstream	ECAL	Linear	Energy	Response:	

IIT	Guwaha,	



THE DIPOLE MAGNETThe Dipole Magnet"

03/08/16! Bipul Bhuyan | FGT: Reference Near Detector for DUNE!7"

Steel	plates	
100	mm	x	6	

Air	gaps	
50	mm	x	5	

“C”	yokes	(8+8)	

Barrel	ECAL	
(8+8	modules)	Cu	coils	(4)	

²  Design based on UA1/NOMAD/T2K magnet!
²  Magnetic volume: 4.5 m x 4.5 m x 8.1 m, nominal B = 0.4T!
²  Return yoke with 8+8 “C” section:!

²  6 x 100 mm steel plates, 50 mm gaps (960 tons)!
²  4 vertical Cu coils (168 tons) made of 8 double pancake!
²  Power requirement for nominal field 2.43 MW, water flow!
     for coil cooling: 20 l/s!

""

!
!
!
!
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THE DIPOLE MAGNET: MUON-ID DETECTORS 22The Muon Detector"

03/08/16! Bipul Bhuyan | FGT: Reference Near Detector for DUNE!9"

RPC	tray	2.2	m	wide	
4x6	=	24	chambers	

RPC	tray	2.5	m	wide	
8x6	=	48	chambers	

RPC	tray	2.8	m	wide	
8x6	=	48	chambers	

RPC	tray	3.1	m	wide	
4x6	=	24	chambers	

²  Require to measure absolute and relative       and       spectra separately !
²  Identify muons exiting the tracking volume!
²  4 π  muon detector with < 1 mm space resolution!

²  Bakelite RPC chambers 2m x 1m (432 in total) with !
     7.65 (7.5) mm X(Y) strips in avalanche or streamer mode !
²  Instrument magnet yoke (3 planes) and downstream !
     (5 planes) and upstream (3 planes) stations!

""

!
!
!
!

νµ νµ



ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS FOR THE MAGNET
Magnetized Design

5

Double-racetrack Helmholtz magnet.
 L.Y. van Dijk 2014 

We propose to make use of the 2014 CERN engineering
study for magnetizing ICARUS (12 x 9 x 5 m3) . CERN
are experienced and confdent in this technology.

Helmholtz coils based on ATLAS toroidal magnets can
achieve 1 T at centre.

Helmholtz coil minimizes material in beam direction.
While allowing access to the modules. With no need for
a return yoke.

Cryostat walls can form magnet support structure.

 1 T B-feld can defect a 5 GeV μ+/- by 13 cm after 4 m.

Slide by James Sinclair (Bern)
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EVENT RATE
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0.15 interactions per spill (7.5E13) and tonne of argon;  
about 2M interactions per year (~1E21 POT). 

3 orders of magnitude more interactions in other detector volumes.
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EVENT RATE 25
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RECONSTRUCTION 26

TREx at work
Do we think TREx is up to the task?

Gas interaction with a cleanly reconstructed vertex and correctly associated tracks in 
a high background event: Input are G4-simulated Hits with voxelisation of 1x1x1cm

8

● Warwick Group is making an effort to use pre-existing 
recon expertise from T2K (Eddy Larkin from Warwick and 
others) and isolate the TREx package from nd280 
software. Right now the entire pattern recognition code 
lives in a GitHub repository that Martin and Paula develop. 

● For the imminent ND simulation production we hope to 
have TREx included alongside the mock reconstruction.

● In future it should be able to provide the task force with 
reconstructed input for sensitivity studies. 

TREx for DUNE

6
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SUMMARY

• DUNE is performing a systematic comparison of 
different technological options for the near detector 
with CP violation sensitivity as figure of merit. 

• Pressurized GArTPC among the options considered. 

• Ongoing simulation study of baseline design. 

• Hardware R&D projects coming soon in Europe and 
USA.
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